
 
Down
1. These bring exciting flavors to season food with. Think basil, oregano, thyme, dill and mint...
3. The juicy product of a plant, be it a cucumber, squash, or a pepper!
4. This starchy food can be mashed, fried, baked, roasted or boiled. Maybe you know them as french fries?
5. Where the community can come together to buy fresh food directly from farmers
8. Crunch into these juicy fruits straight from the tree! The RI Greening is our state fruit, find it at a local orchard.
9. This is the only natural food that never expires.
10. Food grown nearby or close to you.
12. The hard-workers that grow our food!
13. This delicious green veggie looks like a mini tree but it is actually a flower!
14. The nutrient rich dirt where our food grows
19. Fruit and vegetable plants start to grow after this gets planted
21. The busiest season for farmers, when most fruits and vegetables are ready for picking!
22. News from the vine! Eat them by the bunch, as juice or mixed into a fruit salad. They come in red, green and purple.

Across
2. This part of the plant provides shade from the sun. Some leaves we can eat like kale and lettuce.
4. You might carve into these in October but they are also delicious to eat!
6. What farmers do when the fruits and vegetables they grow are ready and ripe
 

 
 

 
7. These crunchy root vegetables are known for their traffic cone color, but actually come in five different shades.

 
 
11. This tall, strong part of the plant is sometimes edible like with celery, asparagus, rhubarb and leeks.
 
 

 
15. These anchor a plant to the soil, helping feed it vitamins and minerals
16. These goodies come from the leaves, stems or roots of a plant!
17. A seed, soil, water and this is all you need to start growing something.
18. I look just like 3 Down but am typically white, although I come in orange, yellow, green and purple, too!
20. What we call vegetables like kale, collards, mustard greens, Swiss chard and lettuce.
 

Fallin' for Local Food
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